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Formal Modelling of Components and Dependencies
for Configuring Product-Service-Systems
The increasing entwinement of products and services in combined offers – so called Product-Service Systems
(PSS) – leads to various requirements regarding the modelling of those systems. Due to these requirements,
software support is needed for customer-specific configuration of complex PSS. To provide such software
a formal description of the structure of products and services is required. Furthermore, complex logical
interdependencies between products and services need to be described. Based on an existing service modelling
notation the following paper develops a holistic notation for PSS. To describe the interdependencies within
PSS, dependency rules are formally specified.

1

Introduction

Promoted by a growing economical relevance of
services in recent years (Hildebrand and Klostermann 2007), there has been an increasing convergence of products and services. Therefore,
the concept of combining products and services
in so-called Product-Service Systems (PSS) as
a bundled offer (Morelli 2002) has increasingly
gained relevance (Knackstedt et al. 2008; Mont
2002; Stille 2003). Drivers are for instance a focusshift of customers from the purchase of single
products or services to the more abstract purchase of solutions respectively functionalities
(Baines et al. 2007; Isaksson et al. 2009). Likewise,
services are becoming more important as unique
distinguishing features compared with the competition (Knackstedt et al. 2008).
Although the concept of PSS already has its place
in the scientific discussion, the level of pervasion
in industrial applications is limited so far (Baines
et al. 2007; Meier and Uhlmann 2012). This is due
to a variety of challenges, which are the result
of a more holistic and integrating view on products and services. Thus, the interdependencies
between products and services in PSS require
new approaches regarding the development and

design of business processes, since new departments need to be established respectively the collaboration between existing departments needs
to be intensified (Mont 2002).
The interdependencies between products and services also increase complexity, since design, management, and composition of PSS is much more
sophisticated than the separate handling of products and services (Isaksson et al. 2009; Mont
2002). For example, modifications in the product
portfolio may require correspondent modifications in the service portfolio and vice versa. Furthermore, customers also demand individualised
PSS offers, so that the challenge of customerindividual configured offers is extended on both
products and services.
To be able to keep PSS manageable – despite
their high complexity – adequate software support is required (Dietze 2008). Besides processual aspects, a precise description of the interdependencies between products and services is
needed (Becker et al. 2008). Therefore, the following paper focuses research questions regarding
the configuration and individualisation of PSS.
To be able to offer software support for configuration, a complete, all-embracing modelling of
PSS is required, incorporating both product and
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service model. This aim can be achieved using
three different approaches:
1. Using existing modelling approaches of the
respective domain and describing interdependencies between these heterogeneous models
separately.
2. Modelling products, services, and interdependencies in an all-encompassing model.
3. Reusing existing models of services and products by transformation into a holistic modelling method.
Due to the vast amount of interdependencies between products and services it does not seem
reasonable to use the first approach. Furthermore, modelling should be conducted by using
a homogeneous modelling environment (Weber
et al. 2004). Thus, it is necessary to establish an
all-encompassing model. In this paper we propose an approach for modelling PSS based on
an existing notation for modelling services. The
approach focuses formalising dependencies between products and services and allows for reuse
of existing product models.
Therefore, the remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the existing method for modelling services. The basic
concept of this method is component-based modelling. Since the conceptual origin of componentbased modelling lies in the industrial domain,
the application of this approach for modelling
PSS seems feasible. This application is shown in
Sect. 3 by modelling a PSS example. Section 4
introduces various interdependencies between
products and services found in academic literature. As a basis for a software implementation
these dependencies are classified and formalised,
with the aim to provide a lightweight description
of interdependencies between components. To
emphasise the practical applicability of the approach, different methods of describing structure
and variability of products and software were
analysed regarding the possibility to transform
them into the holistic PSS notation. Accordingly,
in Sect. 5 we show whether and how the various

already established models can be reused. Related work about service and PSS modelling is
presented in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes
the paper and gives some directions for future
research.

2

Modelling Services

By modelling services, various objectives can be
addressed. A service model may support the
description of process flows, the allocation of
resources, or the creation of customer-specific
configurations of service offers. Driven by the
increasing economical relevance of customerspecific offers, previous contributions already
focused on methods, models, and tools for configuring services (Becker et al. 2011; Böttcher and
Fähnrich 2009; Böttcher and Klingner 2011). By
also supporting the assignment of so-called key
performance indicators (KPI), the evaluation of
configurations regarding productivity aspects becomes feasible as well (Böttcher et al. 2011a).
Since customers demand individualised PSS offers, it has to be studied to which extent the
presented method for modelling services is applicable for describing PSS. Therefore, subsequently an aggregated overview of the previous work
is given.

2.1

Concepts

In this section we introduce and interrelate various concepts necessary for defining the metamodel for describing services. The metamodel
was originally developed to cover four dimensions for the description of services, as introduced by Böttcher and Fähnrich (2009). Those
dimensions comprise a component model for describing the functionality of service elements, a
resource model to describe the components’ resources and their interdependencies, a product
model to describe hierarchical dependencies between components, and a process model to specify
the possible order of component execution.
The presented metamodel as of now focuses the
description of components and logical dependencies between components. Thus, the resource
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model is not within the focus of the following
remarks. The presented concepts of the metamodel are formalised using propositional as well
as first-order logic. Although this might lead to
additional modelling effort at the beginning, using formal logic has two main advantages. On
the one hand, a description based on formal logic
allows for a precise and non-ambiguous definition of concepts used in the metamodel. On the
other hand, creating extensions and adaptations
of the metamodel will be simplified. This is especially relevant in the context of this paper, since
one aim was the analysis of the extensibility of
the metamodel to support PSS.

• E ⊆ (C × K) ∪ (K × C) ∪ (K × K) is a set
of edges establishing an acyclic configuration
graph representing hierarchical dependencies
between components,

The concepts for component-based description
of services can be summarised as follows:

In the following description of the metamodel,
we focus components and their hierarchic dependencies. Thus, temporal dependencies, KPI,
attributes, and external variables will not be addressed in this paper. Logical dependencies are
used to integrate products and services. Therefore, they are separately covered in Sect. 4.

• Components define the functionality of single
service steps respectively service elements. The
component model is described by the set of all
components.
• Hierarchical and non-hierarchical dependencies
describe structural connections between components as well as temporal and logical dependencies. Using those relations, the aforementioned product and process model can be
represented.
• Cardinalities allow for a precise description
of logical relations between hierarchically directly connected components. In this way, the
product model can be enriched with further
semantics.
• Configurations are the composition of separate, standardised components into customerspecific service offers.
The structured compilation of various service
components describes the service portfolio. A
portfolio is formally defined using a tuple
P = (C, K, E, card, L, T, kpi, kpiV, att, attV, var)
with
• C is a finite, non-empty set of components,
• K is a finite set of connectors,

• card : K → P(N × N) is a set of cardinalities
to assign additional semantics to connectors,
• L is a finite set of logical dependencies,
• T is a finite set of temporal dependencies,
• kpi is a finite set of key performance indicators
with possible values kpiV,
• att is a finite set of attributes with possible
values attV,
• var is a finite set of external variables.

2.2

Components

A service component represents a well-defined,
limited functionality, which uses and modifies
resources. The functionality is provided by precisely defined interfaces. Components represent
subprocesses of a complete service (Böttcher and
Fähnrich 2009). Analogous to software components, service components should describe logical
and functional related activities. Thus, components should have a high cohesion and a low coupling to be used efficiently (Brocke et al. 2010).
The customer-specific configuration of components is provided by assembling a set of components into a new complete service offer (composition). To structure an existing portfolio components can be decomposed into smaller units. These
units can be managed independently. Having a
structured set of decomposed services already
offers advantages, e.g., in terms of reduced effort, increased reusability, and increased clarity (Böttcher et al. 2011b). The functionality of a
component consisting of other subcomponents
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is the sum of the functionalities of all composed
subcomponents (Böttcher and Klingner 2011). A
portfolio is composed of several components represented by the set C.
Using KPI is a widely-used approach for assessing productivity (Diewert and Nakamura 2005).
However, due to the nature of services, the measurement of productivity is very complex. For
example, as Maroto and Rubalcaba (2008) state
increasing productivity might decrease customer
perceived service quality. In addition, customers can influence service productivity to a great
extent (Ojasalo 2003). As Harmon et al. (2006)
state, service variability adds to the complexity of measuring productivity, too. Using the
approach presented here, we do not tackle the
first two challenges. However, decomposing services in more fine-grained components reduces
their complexity. Using these more focused components simplifies identification of relevant KPI.
Therefore, we introduce the assignment of KPI to
single components using the mapping KPIValue.
KPIValue : C × kpi → kpiV
Hierarchical dependencies between components
as shown in the next section allow for the combination of KPI (aggregation). In doing so, productivity of more complex components consisting of more fine-grained components can be assessed by aggregating existing KPI. Therefore,
the value of a KPI (kpiV) assigned to a component might either be a constant number or a calculation referencing KPI of other components.
Since productivity considerations are not the focus of this work, the interested reader may find
additional details in (Böttcher and Klingner 2011).

2.3

Hierarchical Dependencies

As stated above, decomposing services into more
fine-grained components has advantages itself.
Previously monolithic and very complex services
are split into less complex subparts. The resulting benefits include an efficient way to offer
high flexibility regarding customer requirements.

Particularly in view of an increasing competitive pressure, defining components is a suitable
approach to handle the dichotomy of standardisation and individualisation (Pine 1999; Sundbo
1994). However, defining components alone is not
sufficient to describe complex services. Additionally, to allow for configuration of services, it is
necessary to define the structure of components.
To define composition of complex services of finegrained components, hierarchical dependencies
between components need to be established. In
industrial engineering, using so-called gozintographs (Vazsonyi 1954) is a common approach
for representing these dependencies. In software
engineering, using feature models (Mendonca et
al. 2009) is a widespread approach. Therefore,
it seems reasonable to adapt these approaches
for service modelling. Opposing to software respectively product components, service components represent parts of processes. Executing corresponding activities results in realising a welldefined functionality (Geum et al. 2011). Therefore, the decomposition of service components
in fine-grained subcomponents can be seen as an
application of process refinement.
Hierarchical dependencies are represented using
a directed, acyclic configuration graph. The set
of nodes of the graph is established by the union
of components and connectors. An example for
such a configuration graph and, thus, for the
decomposition of a complex service is depicted
in Fig. 1. The left-hand side shows a component
PV Service representing a portfolio containing
services for photovoltaic installations. On the
right-hand side, this component is expanded to
depict its hierarchical dependencies with other
components. In the graphical notation provided
by the metamodel, components are represented
using rectangles. Hierarchical dependencies in
the configuration graph are represented by paths
between components, i.e., in the example the
subcomponents of PV Service are Installation,
Monitoring, and Maintenance.
In addition to components, Fig. 1 contains one
connector, too. Being aware of the definition of
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Figure 1: Expanding a complex service

 

edges in the service portfolios, components must
not be connected directly with each other. Instead, they must be connected using connectors.
This constraint is necessary to assign semantics
to the hierarchical dependencies between components. Additional details about the semantics
are presented in the next section.
The configuration graph is restricted by several
other constraints besides prohibition of direct
connection between components. We mentioned
above that it needs to be acyclic. This is necessary because a component must not contain itself.
To define additional constraints, we use the two
mappings prenodes and postnodes representing
predecessors and successors of a node.
prenodes : C ∪ K → P(C ∪ K)
∀v1 ∈ C ∪ K : prenodes(v1 ) =
{v2 ∈ C ∪ K : ∃e ∈ E : e = (v2 , v1 )}
postnodes : C ∪ K → P(C ∪ K)
∀v1 ∈ C ∪ K : postnodes(v1 ) =
{v2 ∈ C ∪ K : ∃e ∈ E : e = (v1 , v2 )}
First, connectors need to have at least one succeeding node. This is necessary for a reasonable configuration. Leaves of the configuration
graph should consist only of components. These
components can be seen as atomic services that
cannot be detailed any further.
∀k ∈ K : |postnodes(k)| ≥ 1
To facilitate traceability of configuration decisions,
connectors must have exactly on preceding node.
∀k ∈ K : |prenodes(k)| = 1

 
 


 

 
 

Figure 2: Standardised components without clones

Contrary, this restriction does not hold for components. Decomposing services results in finegrained components that are candidates for standardisation. To facilitate reuse it should be possible to use standardised components in more
than one case. For example, imagine the (highly
simplified) case shown in Fig. 2. On the lefthand side the component Service A consists of
a subcomponent Invoicing. Due to several legal
regulations, electronic invoicing is a highly standardised service. However, if we were not able to
reuse the invoice component in any way, it is necessary to design this component over and over
again. This is shown on the right-hand side of
Fig. 2. Not only does this result in additional initial effort. Furthermore, changes in the invoicing
component (e.g., adding new subcomponents or
adapting KPI) need to be propagated everywhere
it is used.
To address this problem, we allow components
to have more than one incoming edge. This is
depicted in Fig. 3. The component Invoicing is
a subcomponent of both Service A and Service
B. We call components with more than one incoming edge clones. A clone facilitates reuse of
a standardised component because it needs to
be modelled only once. Using a clone simplifies
modifications since modifications in the respective component need to be conducted only once.
During configuration (see Sect. 2.6) clones are
copied throughout the configuration graph, i.e.,
the example in Fig. 3 has an equal configuration
graph to the example in Fig. 2. This is necessary
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that are allowed to be selected during configuration. To ensure satisfiability of cardinalities,
several constraints as shown in Tab. 1 restrict
their usage.

 


 

 
 

Figure 3: Reuse of standardised components with clones


  





Figure 4: Motivation for cardinalities

to distinguish between the specific components
that are selected during configuration.

2.4

Cardinalities

Using simple hierarchical dependencies is not
enough to define complex relations between components. For example, it is not possible to define
whether succeeding components of a component
are optional or mutual exclusive. An example is
depicted in Fig. 4. Here, invoicing might either be
conducted electronically or paper-based. However, simple hierarchical dependencies do not
support distinguishing between different types
of composition.
Additional semantics for composition can be assigned using cardinalities to connectors. Cardinalities allow for the specification of the number
of necessary succeeding nodes selected during
configuration. A cardinality is represented using
a tuple (min, max). The first value, min, specifies
the number of nodes that needs to be selected at
least for a configuration to be valid. Furthermore,
max specifies the maximum number of nodes

The constraint MINMAX specifies that the minimum number of nodes necessary to select must
not be greater than the maximum number of
nodes that are allowed to select. Defining a cardinality violating this constraint would result in
a configuration graph without any valid configuration. Another constraint to ensure satisfiability
of cardinalities is POSTNODES. It defines that
the maximum number of allowed nodes to select
during configuration must not be greater than
the amount of succeeding nodes. Together with
the MINMAX constraint, POSTNODES does also
restrict the number of minimum nodes necessary
to select during configuration.
As can be seen from the definition of the mapping
card, it is possible to assign an arbitrary number
of cardinalities to a single connector. In doing so,
cardinalities are connected using logical disjunctions, i.e., only one of the specified cardinalities
needs to be satisfied during configuration. To
provide clarity, cardinalities of a connector must
not overlap. This is ensured by the OVERLAPS
constraint.
To increase usability of connectors and cardinalities in practice, we provide a set of predefined
connectors as shown in Tab. 2. Every of these
connectors consists of exactly one cardinality.
Connector KALL specifies that during configuration every succeeding node of the connector
needs to be active. When using KONE exactly
one succeeding node needs to be active. Finally,
for highest configuration freedom, the KANY connector can be used. It specifies that an arbitrary
number (including none) of succeeding nodes can
be active during configuration.

2.5

Extensions

Based on formalised description of components
and their interdependencies, further extensions
are possible. To fulfil additional requirements
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Table 1: Constraints for specifying cardinalities

Name
MINMAX
POSTNODES
OVERLAPS

Formalisation
∀k ∈ K, ∀(m, n) ∈ card(k) : m ≤ n
∀k ∈ K, ∀(m, n) ∈ card(k) : n ≤ |postnodes(k)|
∀k ∈ K, ∀(m, n) ∈ card(k) : (m , n ) ∈ card(k) : m ≤ m ≤ n ∧ m ≤ n ≤ n
Table 2: Predefined connectors

Name
KALL
KONE
KANY

Formalisation
∀k ∈ KALL : card(k) = {(|postnodes(k)|, |postnodes(k)|)}
∀k ∈ KONE : card(k) = {(1, 1)}
∀k ∈ KANY : card(k) = {(0, |postnodes(k)|)}

gathered from practice, the model was extended with attributes and variables (Becker et al.
2011). Variables represent certain aspects of the
service environment. They describe characteristics which may influence the validity or efficiency
of customer-specific configurations but are not
part of the service model itself. For instance,
certain service components (or their characteristics) of a call centre service might depend on
the expected number of incoming calls per day.
Those characteristics are customer-specific and
must be adapted for each customer. By using
variables, individual characteristics can be edited
independently from the model. Values need to
be set only during configuration. Thus, contrary
to pre-defined customisation points within the
model, the flexible integration of variables allows
for a higher abstraction regarding the modelled
environment respectively domain.
Further characteristics of components can be described using non-functional properties. For example, a call centre has a limited capacity of processed calls per hour. Therefore, non-functional
properties have great impact on the selection
of components. Non-functional properties are
represented as attributes of components.
More extensions, e.g., for describing resource
consumption of components, are possible. Since
they are defined based on a formal structure, they
can be integrated easily into the existing metamodel.

2.6

Configuration

Specifying portfolios using the above defined
concepts is the basis for establishing customerindividual configurations of services. The configuration is carried out to generate service variants
best matching customer requirements. Due to
the formalisation of the portfolio, it is possible to
evaluate configurations regarding their validity.
Furthermore, by aggregating KPI, different valid
configurations can be compared based on their
productivity.
During configuration, components are selected
according to the constraints introduced by the
portfolio definition. A configuration is established by the set of selected components. Hitherto,
we do only consider hierarchical dependencies,
i.e., the configuration needs to be valid regarding
connectors. To evaluate the validity, we use the
set of activated nodes. A component is activated
when it is selected and vice versa.
∀c ∈ C : c ∈ selected ↔ c ∈ activated
It is possible to establish configurations using a
top-down approach, a bottom-up approach, or
a combination of both approaches. Top-down
approaches start with the topmost component.
Accordingly, succeeding components are selected
to fulfil cardinalities of the connectors. Therefore, top-down configurations refine components.
To support top-down configurations, succeeding
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connectors of an active component need to be
activated automatically.
∀c ∈ C, ∀k ∈ postnodes(c) :
c ∈ activated → k ∈ activated
On the other hand, bottom-up configurations
start with selecting specific services, i.e., selecting leaf components in the configuration graph.
Thus, customers having detailed requirements
are able to select services they need and the
overall configuration is established by application of dependencies between components. We
support this type of configuration by activating
nodes with at least one activated direct succeeding node.
∀n ∈ C ∪ K :
∃n ∈ postnodes(n) : n ∈ activated →
n ∈ activated
Figure 5 depicts a top-down configuration example. The left-hand side shows a situation where
no component is selected, i.e., before the beginning of the configuration. In the centre of the
figure, the topmost component Service B is selected. Consequently, the succeeding connector is
selected, too. To establish a valid configuration,
the connector needs to be satisfied according to
its defined cardinalities. This may be achieved
by selecting component Invoicing as shown on
the right-hand side in Fig. 5. By selecting this
component, again the succeeding connector is
activated and has to be satisfied by selecting the
correct combination of Sign Invoice and Send Invoice.
A connector is valid if one of its cardinalities is
satisfied, i.e., the amount of activated succeeding
nodes must be tested against the cardinalities.
∀k ∈ K ∩ activated : ∃(m, n) ∈ card(k) :
m ≤ |postnodes(k) ∩ activated| ≤ n

3

Modelling PSS

Heretofore, the presented metamodel is used to
model complex services. However, due to its origins in industrial and software engineering, it
is feasible to use the metamodel for representing products, too. Especially in industrial engineering, modularisation based on components
is a widespread approach. Therefore, we model
products as we model services presented above.
However, it is necessary to keep in mind that
decomposition of services means process refinement while decomposition of products means
decomposing physical product parts (e.g., screws,
barrels etc.). With this approach, it is possible
to manage complex products using the configuration graph as shown above. Furthermore, the
same constraints for validity apply.
A complex PSS consists of a product portfolio,
a service portfolio, and integration of these two
parts (Becker et al. 2008). To evaluate adaptability
of our approach we next give examples for both
portfolio types situated in the area of a photovoltaic (PV) installation. Building on this, Sect. 4
gives some insights about the integration of both
portfolios by specifying dependencies.
Above, we defined a service portfolio as a tuple.
Analogously, product portfolios are represented
using the same definition. However, the set of
temporal dependencies between product components is always empty since temporal dependencies only make sense in process terms. To
define a complete PSS we use a tuple P = (P, S, D)
with the product and service portfolios P and S,
respectively and the set D of dependencies between these portfolios.

3.1

A Product Example

The product portfolio of the PV installation consists of several physical parts. In our example, an
installation has four PV Modules. A real system
would allow for different types of panels, e.g.,
by giving a selection between various panel materials or sizes. However, for comprehensibility
reasons we do not elaborate on that. A panel
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Figure 5: Automated activation of nodes during configuration

has several cells that convert light energy into
electrical energy.
Since panels produce direct current and electrical
grids use alternating current a PV Inverter is necessary for converting. Furthermore, PV inverters provide special functionality like maximum
power point tracking. In our example, customers can optionally install a LAN Interface and an
RS485 Interface for monitoring the performance
of the installation.
Besides necessary technical components, the provided PV installation also needs to be attached to
a roof. This is achieved by using the component
Substructure. According to the roof characteristics, different substructures are necessary. For
example, installations on flat roofs have different
requirements than installations on pitched roofs.
Each substructure has eight Roof Hooks. Hooks
are used for mounting panels to the roof. They
are an essential and very important part, since
hooks support the whole installation. Finally,
four Mounting Profiles are necessary to attach PV
panels. In our example, we only use one profile. However, in reality profiles with different
characteristics are available, e.g., different materials (usually steel or aluminium) or different
shapes. Figure 6 is a graphical representation of
the product portfolio.
Modelling the product portfolio makes use of
clones as described above. Thus, we can assure
that the components are equal and modifications

need to be done only once. For comprehensibility reasons, we depict clones as overlapping
nodes. Besides using clones it would also be possible to annotate components that are necessary
multiple times. For example, the component roof
hook could be annotated with an amount of eight.
However, using clones allows for greater flexibility, since a cloned component has a real world
counterpart while annotated components do not.
Using the definition from above the product portfolio P can be formalised as follows. For the sake
of brevity we use component identifiers rather
than full component names. Furthermore, since
we are focusing dependencies between products
and services and not performance evaluation, we
omit KPI and attributes.
P =(CP , KP , EP , cardP , LP , TP )
CP ={P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , P7 , P8 }
KP ={K1P , K2P , K3P }
EP ={(P1 , K1P ), (K1P , P2 ), (K1P , P3 ), (K1P , P3 ),
(K1P , P3 ), (K1P , P3 ), (K1P , P4 ), (P2 , K2P ),
(P4 , K3P ), (K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P5 ),
(K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P5 ),
(K2P , P5 ), (K2P , P6 ), (K2P , P6 ), (K2P , P6 ),
(K2P , P6 ), (K3P , P7 ), (K3P , P8 )}
cardP ={(K1P , (6, 6)), (K2P , (12, 12)),
(K3P , (0, 2))}
LP =∅, TP = ∅
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Figure 6: Product portfolio of the PSS PV Installation

3.2

A Service Example

The service portfolio for the PV installation can
be distinguished between installations at customer and at provider site. For installations at
customer site the provider offers services for installation, maintenance, and monitoring. Installation includes delivery and construction, i.e., either
customers or service technicians from the provider construct the PV installation.
Maintenance has several child components that
can be selected. In on-site maintenance service
technicians conduct a visual inspection of the installation. This is necessary to ensure security of
the installation and to provide its efficiency. Furthermore, the installation is analysed for shading
effects and the proper function of the inverter
is verified. Since PV installations are exposed
to wind and weather, cleaning of the installation on a regular basis is necessary. Otherwise,
the degree of efficiency might decrease due to
dirt on the modules. To increase maintenance
efficiency, customers can select remote maintenance. In doing so, the provider has the ability to
conduct several services without sending techni-

cians. Accordingly, this should result in reduced
maintenance costs.
Besides maintenance, monitoring is an important
activity to ensure installation efficiency. First of
all, recording data of the installation allows for
analysing the long term behaviour. Defining critical thresholds that must not be exceeded allows
for sending a signal in case of unexpected behaviour of the installation. Based on the recorded
data, it is possible to conduct an evaluation. For
example, changing the inclination angle of a PV
installation might increase its efficiency. Availability of recorded data also allows for the possibility of an efficiency comparison with other PV
installations. Therefore, the performance of an
installation can be compared resulting in gaining
additional information.
If it is not possible to construct a PV installation
at the customer site, the provider offers the possibility for an investment in off-site installations.
In doing so, customers receive the energy they invested for. Though different investment models
are possible, we do not go into detail. Since the
investment is a completely different offer, customers can only select between on-site or off-site
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installations. Thus, it is not possible to combine
the component external installation with other
components from the service portfolio.
We can describe the service portfolio S (as seen in
Fig. 7) using the above presented formalisations
as follows.
S ={CS , KS , ES , cards , LS , TS }
CS ={S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 ,
S7 , S8 , S9 , S10 , S11 , S12 , S13 }
KS ={K1S , K2S , K3S , K4S , K5S }
ES ={(S1 , K1S ), (K1S , K2S ), (K1S , S13 ),
(K2S , S2 ), (S2 , K3S ), (K3S , S5 ), (K3S , S6 ),
(K2S , S3 ), (S3 , K4S ), (K4S , S7 ), (K4S , S8 ),
(K4S , S9 ), (K2S , S4 ), (S4 , K5S ), (K5S , S10 ),
(K5S , S11 ), (K5S , S12 )}
cardS = {(KS1 , (1, 1)), (KS2 , (1, 3)), (KS3 , (1, 2)),
(KS4 , (0, 3)), (KS5 , (0, 3))}
LS = ∅, TS = ∅

4

Dependencies in PSS

An important requirement regarding the notation for modelling PSS is the representation of
interdependencies between elements. Thus, this
section elaborates the structure and types of dependencies. Based on that, specific dependency
rules presented in literature are introduced. As
extension of the existing literature, the rules are
aggregated and formalised. Due to formalisation the (semi)automated evaluation of configurations’ validity is possible. Thus, each dependency rule is described both textual (supported by
different examples) and formal (corresponding to
the introduced metamodel).
In PSS different types of dependency relationships are possible. According to Böttcher and
Klingner (2011), descendent dependencies (Type I)
describe hierarchical relationships within a single
configuration graph. Since Böttcher focuses only
the description of relationships within service
models, we suggest an adapted definition of the

term cross-tree dependencies for the description
of non-hierarchical dependencies in PSS.
Within the context of PSS non-hierarchical dependencies can be divided into two different
types. Relationships within product or service
portfolios can be referred to as intra-tree dependencies (Type II). These dependencies are represented in the portfolios as the set of logical dependencies LP and LS respectively. Contrary, relationships between the service and the product
portfolio are described as inter-tree dependencies
(Type III). Thus, descendent as well as intra-tree
dependencies describe relationships between elements of one portfolio while inter-tree dependencies always include both product and service
portfolios. Figure 8 provides an overview of the
different types of dependencies. In the following,
we describe dependencies according to the PSS
PV installation of Sect. 3. All presented dependencies are of type III, i.e., they include product
and service elements. However, they are valid
for dependencies of type I and II as well.
Furthermore, dependencies can be classified regarding their configuration impact. Existing dependency rules in literature are mainly limited
to the aspect of restriction, defined by so called
constraints (Faltings and Weigel 1994; Gelle and
Weigel 1996; Jinsong et al. 2005). The complex
dependencies between elements of PSS suggest
a wider understanding of rules. This includes
the introduction of new rules, such as recommendations (Te’eni and Shufer 2006) or alternatives (Baines et al. 2007). Thus, it is possible to
identify three distinct classes of rules.
• Suggesting rules describe loose dependencies
between PSS elements. Since the application
of those rules is optional, the number of valid
configuration options is not limited.
• Restricting rules describe dependencies, which
reduce the number of valid configurations.
• Modifying rules describe changes of PSS elements.
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Figure 7: Service portfolio of the PSS PV Installation

I Descendent Dependency
II Intra-Tree Dependence
III Inter-Tree Dependency

III
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Figure 8: Types of dependencies of PSS

During configuration several rules may have interrelations with each other. To ensure satisfiability, it is necessary to define these relations.
For example, elements requiring each other must
not prohibit each other, too. For this reason, we
formalised the rules as defined in (Becker and
Klingner 2012a). For practical application, we developed a Prolog listing adhering to this formalisation.1 This allows for automated validation of
configurations.
Using this formalisation, it is possible to establish
an order for evaluating rules. First, restricting
rules are validated in background during configuration, i.e., combining elements that are restricted
is not possible. Furthermore, modifying rules are
applied. Contrary to restricting and modifying
1
The listing and its application for the PV example are to
be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/
kpstools/

rules, suggesting rules are not applied automatically. This is due to the fact that their application
is optional. Therefore, these rules are proposed
and customers can decide whether or not they
apply them.

4.1

Rule Structure

Though the rules cover a variety of application
areas, they all adhere to a specific structure. In
the next section we present a selection of rules.
However, at this point their general structure is
introduced. Based on this structure, it is possible
to define additional rules. These rules might be
necessary in several areas of application. In doing so, defining new rules allows for establishing
a domain specific set of notational elements and,
accordingly, simplified modelling. In general, a
rule is a mapping from a domain D to a codomain
C:
rule : D → C
The domain of the rules is established by a component or a comparison of variables, attributes,
or KPI. Furthermore, elements can be combined
by a logic operation. Using the comparison, it
is possible to compare the respective elements
according to a previously defined value. Therefore, the set comp = {<, >=} with the respective
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meanings of the operators is used. Thus, a rule
states that a variable, attribute, or KPI needs to
be less than, greater than, or equal to a specific
number. The following equations for the formalisation of comparators show that the values of
attributes and KPI are compared with respect to
a specific component.
varComp =(var, comparator, R)
attComp =(att, C, comparator, R)
kpiComp =(kpi, C, comparator, R)
Using these definitions, it is possible to formalise
the domain of rules.
D = {C, varComp, attComp, kpiComp}
To be able to also use non-atomic domains, it is
necessary to extend and combine the elements of
the domain. Logic operations are used for an inductive extension. This is necessary for practical
application, since often a combination of various
elements has impacts on other elements.
a ∈ D ∧ b ∈ D → (a ∧ b) ∈ D
a ∈ D ∧ b ∈ D → (a ∨ b) ∈ D
a ∈ D → ¬a ∈ D
By means of the established definitions it is possible to define several domains. For example, a
domain could be as follows. The components A
and B are selected and the variable incomingCalls
is greater than 10’000 or the KPI price of component C is greater than 200. This domain can be
formalised as follows.

rule classes, analysed rules of this work, resulting constraints for the codomain, and academic
references is presented in Tab. 3. For a better
understanding we explain the rules according to
the PV example given above.

4.1.1

Suggesting Rules

In the following, we present the suggesting rules
alternative and recommendation. Alternatives
represent functional equivalent components that
can be interchanged with each other. Recommendations define elements that supplement a
specific configuration.
Alternative
According to Baines et al. (2007) one motivation
for providing PSS is to shift the focus from selling
products to selling functionalities. This statement
is based on the assumption that customers do not
care whether their requirements are satisfied by
products or by services.
We use the predicate surrogates to define alternative components. The domain and codomain
of alternatives is restricted to a logic operation
of components. This is reasonable considering
that this rule is used to state alternative product
and service parts satisfying identical customer
requirements by providing equal functionalities.
In the PV example, the service external installation fulfils the same requirements as the product
PV Installation - energising customers. This results in the following rule.
surrogates(PV-Installation) =
External Installation



A ∧ B ∧ (incomingCalls, >, 10 000)
∨ (price, C, >, 200)
Contrary to the domain, the codomain cannot be
defined in advance since it is too heterogeneous.
Valid elements of the codomain depend on the
semantics of the specific rule. To illustrate this,
we establish various rules for the above specified
rule classes. A comprehensive overview about

Recommendation
Recommendations are based on the assumption
that providers offer their customers additional
services when selecting specific products. For
example, Uhlmann et al. (2008) argue the productivity of a machine does not only depend on its
physical characteristics but also on the qualification of employees operating the machine and
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Table 3: Rule classes and rules for defining PSS dependencies

Rule Class
Suggesting

Restricting

Rule
Alternative

Source
Baines et al. (2007)

Recommendation

Uhlmann et al. (2008)

Requirement

Böhmann and Krcmar (2007);
Sun (2010)
Faltings and Weigel (1994); Gelle and
Weigel (1996); Jinsong et al. (2005)
Mont (2002)

Prohibition
Modifying

Modification

on its general maintenance state. Recommending
specific components can furthermore be generalised by recommending components with particular characteristics. Thus, it is possible to leave out
too fine-grained details. Finally, the environment
of a service might influence the selection of components. Based on these dependencies, organisations are able to compile innovative portfolios.
Consequently, by recommending value-adding
services or products it is possible to exceed customer requirements (Chase and Hayes 1991). We
use the predicate recommends to represent a recommendation rule.

In our PV example, the service component Cleaning is always recommended when customers select the product component PV Installation. This
guarantees constant performance of the installation. Selecting the service component On-site
maintenance recommends the product component RS485 because it allows for fast and stable
readout of installation data by service technicians. Additionally, it is recommended that customers should not construct the installation on
their own if the roof pitch is less than 20 or
more than 50 degrees, i.e., in these cases the service component Construction should be selected
and performed by specialised service technicians.

Codomain
component,
logic operation
component, comparators,
logic operation
component, comparators,
logic operation
component, comparators,
logic operation
KPI modifier

These rules can be formalised as follows.
recommends(PV-Installation) = Cleaning
recommends(On-site maintenance) = RS485
recommends((roofPitch, <, 20)∨
(roofPitch, >, 50)) = Construction

4.1.2

Restricting Rules

Restricting rules reduce the amount of valid configuration variants. The rules requirement and
prohibition are restricting rules. Requirements
define elements or characteristics that are necessary for a specific set of selected elements. By
using prohibitions, it is possible to identify elements that must not be included in one configuration.
Requirement
Requirements are one of the most frequently
mentioned dependencies in literature. Sun (2010)
defines an interface that provides a service as
service carrier. This might either be a product
or a combination of products and different services, e.g., the PSS medical treatment contains
the service examination and the product pharmaceuticals. An example for external variables
in the domain of a requirement rule is given by
Böhmann and Krcmar (2007) with integrating services and products into the value creation process
of customers. We represent a requirement using
the predicate requires.
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The PV example has two requirements. First, for
selecting the service component Remote maintenance, the inverter needs a LAN interface. Otherwise, providers would not be able to access the
installation from a distance. Furthermore, the service component Efficiency comparison requires an
installed base of 100 (installed base is represented
by the variable installedBase). Thus, it ensures
that enough comparison data is available.
requires(Remote maintenance) = LAN
requires(Efficiency comparison) =
(installedBase, >, 100)
Prohibition
The rule prohibition is used to define elements
that must not occur together in a single configuration. This is often the case for alternative elements that cannot be combined with each other
(i.e., for mutual exclusive alternatives). It is possible to define prohibitions using the configuration graph, too. This is supported by using
KONE connectors. However, non-hierarchic prohibitions must be defined explicitly using the
predicate prohibits.
The service component External installation in
the PV example is mutually exclusive to the product component PV Installation. Thus, customers
cannot select to construct a PV installation at
their site together with the participation in an
external installation.
prohibits(External Installation) =
PV Installation

4.1.3

Modifying Rules

As the name states, modifying rules modify values of elements. Particular configurations might
result in changes of KPI of other components.
These modifications can be quantified using the
rules.

Modification
Nowadays, production companies shift towards
offering of PSS because this allows for valueadding of existing products by offering additional
services (Mont 2002). For a detailed definition
of this relation it is possible to define on component level which service components increase
the value of which product components and vice
versa. This value modification can reflect in
terms of quality or in terms of price, too. We
use the predicate changedValue to define generic modifications using a modifier.
The quality of the product component PV Installation is increased when the construction is conducted by trained service technicians, i.e., the
service component Construction is selected. The
increased quality is represented by increasing the
quality of the product component Substructure.
changesValue(Construction) =
(Substructure, quality, 1.2)

5

Transformation of Product Models

In industrial and software engineering the modelling and the configuration of products are already
well established (Hegge and Wortmann 1991).
Therefore, it can be assumed that in companies various models already exist. In this section
we analyse two common approaches for modelling regarding the possibility of reusing existing
models. Based on these findings, transformations between existing models and our presented
PSS metamodel are introduced. A corresponding
open source application was implemented.2 Due
to the open project structure, the integration of
additional modelling formats is possible.
In the following, we analyse the notations Bill
of Material (BOM) and feature modelling. Both
approaches are compared with respect to their
applicability for transformation. For a better understanding, we model the product portfolio of
the PV example in both notations.
2

The application is publicly available at http://
sourceforge.net/projects/kpstools/
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5.1

Bill of Material

In industrial engineering using BOM is a common method to represent logical and quantitative product data (Jiao et al. 2000; Zhu et al. 2007).
BOM describe product components and their relations (Guoli et al. 2003; Stonebraker 1996). Jiao et
al. (2000) specify three mandatory aspects, which
need be considered in the model. Based on these
requirements, the essential elements of a BOM
can be derived:
• Items for defining components for structuring
a product.

PV System

In this paper we restrict the analysis to standard
BOM. For a more detailed description of variants,
e.g., modular BOM (MBOM), engineering BOM
(EBOM), generic BOM (GBOM) or variant BOM
(VBOM) the interested reader may refer to the
literature (Hegge and Wortmann 1991; Jiao et al.
2000; Veen and Wortmann 1992; Zhu et al. 2007).
A practical example illustrating the above mentioned elements of a BOM can be found in Fig. 9.
Analogue to the previous examples a PV installation is modelled. It is important to note that the
depicted BOM represents only one possible configuration. The creation of further configurations
would result in various, very similar BOM with a
high level of redundancy (Hegge and Wortmann
1991).
To evaluate the ability to transform BOM into the
PSS metamodel based on a practical example, we
modelled a BOM of the PV installation using the
web-based application Arena3 . Arena produces
3

http://www.arenasolutions.com

4x

1x

8x

Roof Hooks

1x

PV Module

Subconstruction

4x

Mounting Profile

PV Inverter

1x

LAN

1x

RS485

Figure 9: BOM representation of a PV installation
Table 4: Mapping of BOM concepts to concepts of the
PSS metamodel

BOM
Item
Parent/Childnodes
Quantity

• Goes-into relationships defining a connection
between parent and child component. This
connection is complemented with the number
of child components needed to create the parent component.
• Employment describing the influence of the
area of application. Depending on the environment respectively the position in the product
life cycle different variants of the creation of
BOM exist.
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PSS Metamodel
Component
ALL-connector
Clones

an XML file describing the model which we used
as the source for transformation.
The main part of the transformation is the extraction of the items, which are transformed into
components. The structure of the BOM’s items is
mostly identical to the structure of components
of the transformed model. Since BOM directly
connect product components, we have to add
connectors. All added connectors are of type
KALL because every modelled component is mandatory. To represent the BOM-specific quantities
the concept of clones are to be used in the metamodel. The limited expressiveness of BOM
inhibits the description of complex logical relationships. Therefore, the expressiveness of the
PSS metamodel can be mapped only partially, as
Tab. 4 indicates.

5.2

Feature Models

Feature models are widely-used in the area of
software engineering to describe so-called product
lines. Czarnecki and Eisenecker (2000) define the
concept of a feature as a function of the system,
which is visible for end users and a perceivable
characteristic of a concept, which is relevant for
certain stakeholders.
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Table 5: Mapping of feature model concepts to concepts
of the PSS metamodel

Feature Model
Concept
Feature
Relationships
Mandatory Features
Optional Features
Alternative Features

Figure 10: Feature model representation of a PV installation

Similar to the PSS metamodel or the BOM presented above, features are arranged in a hierarchical
structure. The following three different types of
compositions can be distinguished:

PSS Metamodel
Configured Product
Component
Connectors
Connector KALL
Connector KANY
Connector KONE

• From a set of alternative features exactly one
has to be chosen to create a valid configuration.

power. Only cardinalities as represented by connectors cannot be modelled in feature models
without using aforementioned extensions. Therefore, the components roof hooks, mounting profile, and PV module are represented by only one
feature. Missing data regarding quantities can be
added using feature attributes.

• Optional features can be chosen, but do not
have to.

6

• Mandatory features have to be chosen if the
respective parent feature is chosen.

Additionally to these hierarchical relationships
also non-hierarchical dependencies can be defined.
Batory (2005) introduces simple inclusion as well
as simple exclusion. Simple inclusion defines that
choosing feature A results in an automatic selection of feature B. Simple exclusion determines the automatic deactivation of feature B as
consequence of choosing feature A. Those basic
dependencies can be extended by using propositional formula. Czarnecki et al. (2004) present
further extensions of feature models, such as cardinalities and annotations of features. However,
this papers focuses only basic feature models. Figure 10 shows the representation of the product
portfolio of the PV installation as feature model.
The model was created using the Eclipse plugin FeatureIDE (Kastner et al. 2009). Mandatory
features are depicted by a filled circle, whereas
non-filled circles represent optional features.
Similar to BOM, the concepts of feature models
can be transformed to elements of the PSS metamodel as shown in Tab. 5. The expressiveness
of feature models is comparable to the PSS metamodel, so that transformations in either models can be conducted without losing expressive

Related Work

Since our presented metamodel has its origins in
the domain of service engineering, in this section
we first discuss various approaches for service
modelling. This is followed by an overview of
different methods for describing PSS. A deep analysis of product modelling approaches is not in
the focus of this paper. A detailed discussion
of various approaches for modelling products is
carried out by Yang et al. (2008).
For describing complex services, Barros et al.
(2011) introduced the Unified Service Description Language (USDL). Besides describing service
component interaction, the focus of the USDL is
the holistic depiction of services including the organisation, responsibilities etc. Contrary to our
presented metamodel the pricing and possible
discounts for services are explicitly supported.
In the PSS metamodel prices could be indirectly
represented using KPI. USDL lacks an extensive
support for the configuration of services.
In addition to defining dependencies between
components, Dong et al. (2011) also focus configuration supported by an ontology. Using the
ontology it is possible to define constraints. For
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practical application, they provide interfaces to
the Java Expert System Shell.
In addition to a structural description of services,
Brocke et al. (2010) as well as Emmrich (2005) analyse necessary adaptations of services in regard
to different phases of their life cycle. While Emmrich (2005) focuses product centred services as
well as the states and state changes of products,
Brocke et al. (2010) focus the continuous need
for customer-specific adaptation in the area of
IT-based services.
Contrary to research about services, PSS in general and modelling PSS in particular did emerge
in academic literature only in recent years. Especially in the German-speaking world the term
hybrid service bundles is commonly used (Becker
et al. 2009; Böhmann and Krcmar 2007; Langer et
al. 2009). Early definitions of PSS were established
by Goedkoop et al. (1999) and Mont (2002). Both
works argue for a view on PSS not only consisting of products and services but also of dependencies between these two parts. This statement is
used as a foundation for a couple of comparable
approaches to model PSS.
Becker et al. (2009) present an approach to describe PSS. They focus ex ante configuration by
providers and customer-individual configuration
based on Entity-Relationship-Diagrams. A distinctive feature of their approach is assessing
different configurations using financial schemes.
Therefore, they allow for a fine-grained comparison of established configurations. Contrary to
this, our model focuses using KPI dynamically
calculated during configuration.
Originally developed for modelling products,
Weber et al. (2004) present their so-called PropertyDriven Design/Development model. They distinguish between characteristics to define the
constituent parts and the structure of a PSS and
properties to describe the product behaviour. Additionally, they provide a process model for systematic PSS development. A process model is
also described by Uhlmann et al. (2008) where the

authors focus consideration of customer requirements. We can reflect parts of both approaches
using external variables (as customer requirements) and attributes and KPI (as characteristics).
General requirements and specific characteristics
of PSS have been established by Morelli (2002).
Further approaches analyse relations between
products and services (Sun 2010). However, they
focus relations between organisations offering
and using PSS. Immediate practical relevance is
shown by Walter (2009) with defining a PSS in
the domain technical services.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a holistic modelling
method for PSS, including product and service
components as well as interdependencies between
them. Based on the postulation of similarity of
structuring products and services, an existing
metamodel for describing services was extended for the representation of products. Therefore, various dependency rules were identified,
structured, and formally defined. Together with
the component-based modelling of the structure
these rules define the basis for the configuration
of complex PSS. By the use of these models the
management of a high number of variants becomes economically feasible, due to economies
of scale (Anthonysamy et al. 2011; Böttcher and
Klingner 2011).
To ensure the possibility of reusing existing models and to validate the expressiveness of the presented metamodel, approaches for transforming two
common product modelling notations to the PSS
metamodel were analysed. This was illustrated
using an example of a PV installation, which was
modelled as BOM respectively feature model.
It was shown that transformation of product
models into the PSS metamodel is feasible. On
this basis, product modelling can be improved
by extending the PSS metamodel with productspecific details. For example, explicit definition
of quantities makes indirect and extensive modelling of clones obsolete. This also allows for the
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integration of quantitative dependency rules, e.g.,
if product component A is chosen more than ten
times, service component B has to be chosen. These
rules are mentioned by Jinsong et al. (2005) under
the term cardinality constraints. Additional necessary extensions for the metamodel can be identified by analysing more product modelling approaches. For example, Yang et al. (2008) present
STEP-based methods and Felfernig et al. (2001)
use configuration graphs modelled with UML.
The presented PSS metamodel defines the formal
basis for the development of software tools supporting the modelling and configuration of PSS.
For the subdomain of service modelling a prototypical tool was already developed, based on
previous scientific findings and industrial requirements (Klingner et al. 2011). The extension for
PSS needs to be implemented in the future. A first
step in that direction is the integration of dependency rules within the service model. These rules
allow for generation of business process models
based on customer-specific configurations (Becker
and Klingner 2012b).
Using software tools, the increased complexity
of formalised models becomes manageable. Nevertheless, creating models still involves a lot of
effort. The lack of a process model for creating models corresponding to the PSS metamodel
adds to this fact. Possible negative impacts are
a suboptimal granularity of elements of the PSS.
This might lead to higher efforts in case of adaptations or to erroneous implications regarding
KPI. Particular attention needs to be paid on how
to define dependencies between PSS elements.
The methodology presented by Abramovici and
Schulte (2005) and by Thomas et al. (2008) can be
used as a feasible starting point for establishing
this process.
The practical applicability of the proposed PSS
metamodel can be further increased by defining
domain-specific components and common PSS
elements in advance. On-demand usage of these
elements could decrease the necessary effort for
creating new models. Therefore, existing best

practices and reference models of organisations
can be reused.
An additional requirement from the practice is
the representation of changes in the PSS within
a specific period of time. For example, imagine
a webshop with seasonal fluctuations, e.g., peak
load during Christmas time. As of yet, the metamodel does not give any support for this. To
be able to comprehensively evaluate behaviour
and costs of such a system, the description of
these time-variable effects need to be included
in the model. Brocke et al. (2010) and Emmrich
(2005) present a few approaches in this direction.
However, extensive changes are necessary to integrate these into the metamodel.
Of particular interest in complex PSS is the interaction between participating organisations (Sun
2010). Currently, we only support representing
PSS elements of a single organisation, since services provided cooperatively by two or more organisations are not in the focus. However, collaboration of organisations can be facilitated by
sharing PSS models. For example, product models of a manufacturer can be imported into the
service portfolio of service provider. This allows
for definition of dependencies between portfolio
elements.
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